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report of a study of beach pebbles on the north coast of the Isle of Man, between Rue Point and Point of Ayre. 

The study commenced with one main question - is there any pebble grading along, and up and down the 
shore? Two pebble banks were sampled, one immediately above and one immediately below high water mark. 
Seven sites along the shore were selected. 

It is deduced that sea currents are forced close in-shore by the sand bank, thus causing a larger deposit of 
pebbles near Point of Ayre: pebbles illustrating a higher degree of roundness, presumably due to greater 
transportation. 
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This is a report of a study of beach pebbles on the 
north coast of the Isle of Man, between Rue Point 
(GRID 415 035) and Point of Ayre GRID 465 
052). 

The area of study is a beach consisting of a 
series of pebble banks; at low water up to four 
banks are exposed. The pebble banks are backed 
by sand dunes of approximately 100 metres width. 
Beyond the dune system is a lichen heath 300 
metres wide and stretching almost the full distance 
from Rue Point to Point of Ayre. The topography 
of The Ayre is generally flat; an approximate 
triangle is formed by the north and east coasts and 
the Bride Hills, a terminal moraine. The Ayre is 
formed by blown sand underlain by a salt deposit; 
in the heath area the formation of humus is well 
advanced, it having attained a thickness over the 
sand of between 50 and 100 m. 

 
PURPOSE 

The purpose of this exercise was to analyse 
pebble roundness, size and lithology along the 
shore, and measure pebble and pebble bank slope 
orientation. 

The study commenced with one main question 
- is there any pebble grading along, and up and 
down the shore? 

 
METHOD 

Two pebble banks were sampled, one 
immediately above and one immediately below 
high water mark. Seven sites along the shore were 
selected: Rue Point (site No.1), 0.5 km east of Rue 
Point (site No.2) and five further sites at 1 km 
intervals along the coast, culminating in site No.7 
at Point of Ayre. 

At each site four sampling points were selected, 
one on the fore slope and one on the rear slope of 
each pebble bank being sampled. At sites 1,2,3 the 
lower pebble bank was still under water and thus 
not sampleable; there was no rear slope to the bank 
A.H.W.M. at site No.1 as it graded directly into the 
sand dunes. 

A one metre rule was dropped randomly at each 
sample point and oriented N-S by swivelling about 
its centre. The distance between the sites was 
measured by pacing. From an initial pacing out of 
ten steps along a measured distance, it was 
calculated that 1,111 paces would be needed to 
cover one metre (sic.). [1 km is more likely. Ed.]  
The position could periodically be checked along 
the shore by reference to compass bearings; also 
checks were made on the pacing at intervals. 

The measurements taken at each site were as 
follows: 

(a) Dip of each slope (4 slopes at each site). 
(b) Ten pebbles of greywacke materiel selected, 

all touching the 1 m rule. 
Note. Only 4 pebbles of greywacke found at 

site 1 and only 5 at each S.P. at S.2 and S.3. 
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(c) Orientation of each sample pebble noted. 
Taken along the A axis. 

(d) Mean diameter of each sample pebble 
measured (3 axis). 

 
(e) Any other lithologies present were noted by 

type and frequency. 
 

ANALYSIS 
Table 1 and Graphs 1, 2 and 3 summarise the 

data obtained from the study. It can be seen from 
Table 1 that at most sites the pebbles were 
orientated perpendicular to the line of the pebble 
banks, this orientation going right through to the 
rear slope of each bank. This indicates a general 
build-up of pebbles from the rear to the fore slope 
of each bank: a build-up of pebbles towards the 
sea. There is possibly some extraction of pebbles 
from the inshore of lower banks, when underwater, 
and emplacement on higher banks. 

Table 1 also indicates that pebbles were 
generally dipping at an angle similar to the dip of 
the fore slope on each pebble bank. 

Another fact shown in Table 1 is that roundness 
increases towards Point of Ayre. This fact could be 
partly explained by in-shore currents running 
across the Ayres coast from west to east, carrying 
(rolling) pebbles along the sea bed near the shore 
from the west and depositing them on the pebble 
banks along the Ayres coast. Increased 
transportation in this manner would result in 
increased roundness (in this case towards Point of 
Ayre). 

From the length of shore that was seen, it 
seemed that pebble bank size increased nearer 
Point of Ayre. 

Graph 1 shows a general decrease in pebble 
size towards Point of Ayre. Add to this data the 
fact that there is a sand bank (submarine) just off 
the Point of Ayre and it is possible to draw-up a 

model of pebble bank build-up along the Ayres 
coast. 

Could it be that sea currents are forced close in-
shore by the sand bank, thus causing a larger 
deposit of pebbles near Point of Ayre: pebbles 
illustrating a higher degree of roundness, 
presumably due to greater transportation? 

 
QUESTIONS RAISED 

(1) Why a decreasing pebble size easterly? 
(2) Why an increasing pebble roundness 

easterly? 
(3) Why the changing lithologies as shown in 

Graph 3? 
(4) Why the apparent increase in pebble bank 

size easterly? 
(5) Would a different sampling technique have 

produced more definitive results? 
 

Questions 1, 2, 4 can be answered as postulated 
above; water currents being forced in-shore by the 
sand bank, thus depositing a greater quantity of 
pebbles at Point of Ayre; current direction (west to 
east) causing more rounding of pebbles towards 
Point of Ayre due to greater transportation; and 
consequently a lessening in the size of pebbles 
deposited. Also a certain amount of sorting 
(grading) would take place, resulting in larger 
pebbles being deposited first (west) and smaller 
ones being carried further east along the coast 
towards Point of Ayre. 

Question 3 does not have an answer at the 
moment; perhaps further study will provide one. 

Question 5; well, no sampling technique is 
perfect and the author cannot see ways of 
improving the technique used. However, it is not 
proposed to detail the alternative techniques 
available; instead it will be left for the reader to 
speculate. 
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